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Abstract. Spectral concentration at an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity of

the selfadjoint operator He = Te + AeBc is shown to arise from a pole of an analytic

continuation of Ae(He—z)~1Bs. An application to quantum mechanical barrier

penetration is given.

This article is concerned with the problem of isolated eigenvalues of finite

multiplicity which disappear into a continuous spectrum on perturbation. We wish

to determine conditions under which spectral concentration results from a virtual

pole of the resolvent Rc((,) of the perturbed operator HE ; that is, from a pole of an

analytic continuation of certain matrix elements of Rs(i). In [5], we have reviewed

previous work, and have discussed the case in which the unperturbed operator

H0 is of finite rank.

The present article is based on the factorization technique [6], [7], [8]. We proceed

as follows. We do not divide the perturbed operator in the usual manner as

HS = H0+Ve,        e>0,

where Ve is the perturbation, but rather as

He = Te + AsBe,       e > 0,

where He and Te are close in the sense that Qe(z) = Ac(Te-z)~1Be is compact, and

has an analytic continuation Qt(z) from the upper half-plane across the axis at

the eigenvalue A0 in question. The idea, which is implicit in [5], is that He and Te are

quite similar, where as He and H0 are not. In fact, in [5], we chose AeBs = H0. Of

course, the perturbation-theoretic philosophy here is that Te is a family of un-

perturbed operators, for which (Te — z)"1 and other such quantities are computable,

so that conditions may reasonably be placed on Te which cannot be placed on He.

Our main result (§2) states that, under suitable conditions, there is spectral con-

centration associated with poles of [/+ g£+ (z)] '1 in the usual manner. We apply

this (§3) to improve the results of [5] by eliminating a nondegeneracy assumption

and (§4) to consider a problem of quantum mechanical barrier penetration, such

as is usually discussed by means of the WKB method.
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This paper is independent of the previous article [5] of the same title.

Let a(T), p(T) and !3(T) denote the spectrum, resolvent set and domain of the

operator F. C and R denote the complex and real numbers.

1. Hypotheses and preliminaries.    We shall first recall some results of [6].

Hypothesis I. Let J*F and 3#" be separable Hilbert spaces. Let T be a selfadjoint

operator on 3rif with resolvent G(z) = (T—z)~1, and let A and B be closed, densely

defined operators from ¿P to 3fé", Assume that

(a) S)(T)c9(A) n 2(B) and (Ax, By) = (Bx, Ay) for every x,ye 2(A) n 2(B).

(b) For every z e p(T), the operator AG(z)B*, which is defined on 2(B*), has a

compact extension Q(z) to Jf".

1.1. Lemma [6], [7], [9]. If Hypothesis I is satisfied, then

(a) There exists a selfadjoint extension 77 ofT+B*A such that if z e p(T) and

1+ Q(z) has a bounded inverse, then z e p(H) and

(1.1) R(z) = G(z)- [77G(z)]*[7+ Q(z)]~ xAG(z) where R(z) = (H-z)"l.

(b) 2)(H)^2(A) and AR(z)B* has a compact extension Qy(z)from 2(B*) to Jf',

which is such that

(1.2) 7- Qy(z) = [1+ Q(z)]~1for every z e p(T) where the right side of (1.2) exists.

(c) F arises from 77 in the same manner; that is,

(1.3) G(z) = R(z) + [777î(z)]*[7- Qy(z)]~ UR(z).

(The signs change, since T extends H—B*A.)

Hypothesis II. Let ii be a domain in C which intersects the real axis, and define

Q±={z£ Q : + lmz>0}. Then Q(z) is analytic on Q*. Assume that Q(z) has an

analytic continuation Q±(z)from D* to all of Q.

Note that Q + (z) and Q~(z) need not agree on Q.

It follows ([6, Lemma 1.5], [10] and [11, Theorem 1]) that Qy(z) has a mero-

morphic continuation from Q* to Í2 given by

I-QÏ(z)=[I+Q±(z)]-i

and that the principal part of Qf (z) at each of its poles has finite rank.

1.2. Theorem. If Hypotheses I and II hold, then there exists a subspace J( ofJrif

reducing both T and 77, such that

(a) T=HonJtL,

(b) the parts of T and 77 in Jt are absolutely continuous, except that 77 has eigen-

values of finite multiplicity at the real poles of Qy (z).

This result follows directly from Theorem 3.1 of [6], which also gives a formula

for the multiplicity of the eigenvalues of 77.

The following is the main hypothesis of this paper.

Hypothesis III. For n^O, let F„, An and Bn satisfy Hypotheses I and II on a

domain £2 independent of n. Assume that

(a) ô±(z, n) -> (2±(z> 0) uniformly on Q., in operator norm.

(b) Qt(z, 0) is analytic on £2, except for a nontrivial pole at a real point A0 o/Q.
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(c) There exists a dense subspace 2 of3tf" such that @<=@(A%) n 3¡(B*)for every

« è 0, and A*x -*■ A*x and B*x -* B*x strongly, for every xeSi.

(d) For Im z^O, Gn(z), AnGn(z) and BnGn(z) converge strongly to G0(z), A0G0(z)

and B0G0(z) respectively.

(e) A0 is not an eigenvalue of T0.

Notation. We shall write Gn(z)=(Tn-z)-\ Rn(z) = (Hn-z)-\ Tn=¡ XdEn(X),

Hn—jX dE^\X), where Hn is the operator obtained from Tn, An and Bn according

to Lemma 1.1. Q(z, ri) is the extension of AnGn(z)B*, and Q±(z, ri) its analytic

continuation. Similarly for Q$(z, ri).

By Theorem 1.2, A0 is an eigenvalue of H0 of finite multiplicity m. If P0 is the

projection onto ker (H0-X0), then [6, Theorem 3.1]

(1.4) Qi(z, 0)=(z-X0)-1APo[BPo]*+Lo±(z) where L£(z) is analytic on ii.

Hypothesis 111(d) is used only in the following proof.

1.3. Lemma. If Im z#0, then Rn(z) -> R0(z) strongly.

Proof. If x e 9, then [BnGn(z)]*x=Gn(z)B*x converges to G0(z)B^x=[B0G0(z)]*x.

Since the norms of BnGn(z) are bounded, we have [BnGn(z)]* -> [B0G0(z)]* strongly.

The result now follows from formulas (1.1) and (1.2).

The next lemma holds for operator-valued functions on an arbitrary Banach

space, and is due essentially to Steinberg [11].

1.4. Lemma. Let Tn(z) be a sequence of analytic functions on a domain D, with

values in the compact operators, such that Tn(z) —*■ T0(z) uniformly on Q. Let z0 e D.

77¡e« ?«ere exists a neighborhood D of z0, and analytic functions An(z), Un(z) and

Fn(z), « ̂  0, such that

(a) An(z) and Un(z) are invertible for each ze D, and U0(z0) = I.

(b) U(z)F(z)U~ x(z) is reduced by ker (/+ To(0)) and vanishes on a complementary

subspace of ker (I+T(0)).

(c) An(z)(I+Tn(z)) = I+Fn(z), «2:0, and

(d) An(z), U„(z) and Fn(z) converge to A0(z), U0(z) and F0(z) uniformly on D.

The following theorem describes the singularities of Qf(z, ri) near A0.

1.5. Theorem. If Hypothesis III is satisfied, then there exists a neighborhood D

ofX0 such that for n sufficiently large there are (counting multiplicities) no more than

m poles of Qi(z, ri) in D, all of which converge to X0 as n tends to infinity.

Proof. By Lemma 1.4, An(z), Un(z) and D may be chosen such that

An(z)(I+QHz,n)) = I+F¿(z)

where Un(z)Fi(z)U~1(z) is an operator on ker (7+ö±(A0, 0)). It follows (cf. [11,

Theorem 1]) that the poles of Qí(z, ri) in D are the zeros of

(1.5) detíZ+i^íz)).
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But (1.5) converges to det (7+ Fq (z)) uniformly on D, and by [6, Theorem 3.1],

this function vanishes only at A0, and the order of its zero there is m. By Rouche's

theorem, (1.5) must have zeros inside D of total multiplicity m, if n is large. If

e>0, the same argument applies to De={t : |z—A0| <e}, so that for n large, all the

zeros of (1.5) in D are also in De; that is, the zeros of (1.5) in D all converge to A0.

2. The main theorem.   The following is our principal result.

2.1. Theorem. Assume that Hypothesis III holds, and let t,f:(n) = Xf(ri) + iTf:(ri)

(j= 1,.. .,m) be the zeros of det (7+Fn±(z)) in D, repeated according to multiplicity,

and numbered in an arbitrary manner. Choose 8f(n)>0 such that r/=(n) = o(8/=(n))

and Sf(n) = o(l) as n -*■ oo,_/= 1,..., m. Define

Jn = /i+(n) u- • -u/+(n) u/f(n) u- • -uy-(n)

where //(«) is the open interval (A/= (n) - 8/(n), A/ (n) + 8/= (n)). Then E^[Jn] ->P0

strongly.

Note that the £*(n)'s are the poles of Qy (z, n) and hence that Ff (n) ^ 0.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be divided into two parts. We shall study the

asymptotic behavior of Qy (z, ri) in Part I, and give the proof of convergence in

Part II. 7n Part I we shall, for simplicity, drop the ± superscripts.

Part I. We shall first note two facts. In the first place, it must be shown that

every subsequence of E^[Jn] has a subsequence converging to P0. But since a

subsequence would satisfy the same conditions as the original sequence, it suffices

to prove that some subsequence of E^[Jn] converges to P0.

Secondly, we may always decrease the size of Jn. For suppose that /¿0)<=/n and

E?>[Ji0)] -> PQ. Let £>0. Then for large n, Jn<=(\0-e, X0 + e), and

(2.1) E?Vlm] = CT»] = E¡lí\X0 + e)-E¡¡í\X0-e).

But Eiv(X0±e) -> F0(1)(A0±e) by Lemma 1.3 and [8, Theorem 1.15, p. 432]. Passing

to the limit in (2.1), we obtain for each x

\\P0x\\2 ^ liminf \\E^[Jn]x\\2 Ú lim sup \\E^[Jn]x\\2

fi (E^(X0 + e)x-E^(X0-e)x, X).

But the final term tends to ||F0x||2 as e-s-0 + . Hence ¡F^V-MI -> ||Po*||,

which implies that F41}[.7n] j> P0, since these operators are orthogonal projections.

These facts can now be used to reduce considerably the complexity of the

problem. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that the number N of

distinct poles is independent of n. Let the poles be numbered so that A^n) ̂  A2(n)

^ • • • fiXN(n), and r)c(n)<rjc+1(n) if Xk(n) = Xk + 1(n). By again passing to a sub-

sequence, we may then assume that the order of each pole £fc(n) is independent of n.

Now the open set Jn has a finite number of connected components, and if Ak(n)

and X,(n) lie in the same component of Jn, then so do all of the Ay(n)'s between
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Afc(«) and Ar(«). Thus, for each «, the A/«)'s are partitioned into sets

{Ax(«), A2(«), ..., Ap(«)},   {Ap + i(«), Ap + 2(n),...},    ...,   {..., XN(ri)}

so that the elements of each set are those Ay(«)'s which lie in the same connected

component of /„. Since there are only a finite number of such partitions, we may

assume by passing to a subsequence that the partition is independent of n. We shall

call the sets of the corresponding partition of the poles pole clusters. Thus two

poles £fc(«) and £r(«) belong to the same pole cluster iff Afc(«) and Ar(«) belong to the

same connected component of Jn.

Now consider the effect of decreasing Jn to J* by replacing each Sy(«) by S*(n)

^ hj(ri) such that we still have T/n) = o(8f(«)) (j= 1,..., N). If we again pass to a

subsequence to obtain pole clusters for J*, it is clear that the new pole clusters are

subdivisions of the old ; for example {£i(«), i2(n),..., £p(«)} may break into several

J* pole clusters

{íi(n),í2(n),...,Un)},   {C,+i(»),...},    ....   {...,{*(»)}•

Since the number of poles is finite this process is eventually stable, and we obtain

a Jn for which the pole clusters are minimal in the sense that no replacement of

Sy(«)'s by §*(«)'s as above will lead to a nontrivial subdivision of these pole clusters.

We shall therefore assume that the pole clusters of J„ are minimal. If

{£i(«),..., £p(«)} is taken as a typical pole cluster, then the corresponding connected

component is

JAn) u • ■ • u /p(«) = (cn - Pn, cn+Pn) ;

cn will be called the center and pn the radius of the pole cluster. Note that

(2.2) X,(ri) úcnS Ap(«).

We must have

(2.3) Ak(n)-cn = o(Pn),       k = I,..., p.

For if we replace 8k(ri) by S£(«) such that in addition to the previous conditions,

8*(n)=o(8k(ri)) (k = 1,..., p), then by minimality Ax(«),..., Ap(n) are all in the same

connected component (c*-p*, c* + p*) ofJ*. By (2.2), cn is also in this component

and we have

K(n)-cn = 0(pt) = o(pn),       k = I,..., p.

Clearly (2.3) holds for any Xk(ri) if c„ is the center of its pole cluster.

Finally, if cn(l), e„(2), pn(\) and pn(2) are the centers and radii of two distinct

pole clusters, then we may assume that

(2.4) *,(/) - o(|c,(l)-cB(2)|),       i =1,2.

For since (cn(l)-Pn(l), cn(l) + Pn(l)) and (cn(2)-Pn(2), cn(2) + Pn(2)) do not inter-

sect, we have

Pn(i) á \cn(l)-cn(2)\,       i =1,2,
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while the above construction yields c*(i) and p*(i) (i'=l,2) such that p*(i)

= o(Pn(0), /= 1, 2, and, by (2.2),

c*(i)-cn = 0(pî(i)),       i =1,2.

From the last three equations follows

P*(0 = o(|c*(l)-c*(2)|),       i= 1,2.

The interpretation of (2.3) is that the poles are asymptotically very close to the

center of the interval (cn — pn, cn + pn), while (2.4) says that the components of /„

are asymptotically very small compared with their relative distance apart.

Having made these reductions, we are ready to study the asymptotic form of the

singularities of Qî(z, ri). Let

An(z) = (z-Un))Hz-Un))p*- ■ •(z-U"))p»

where p{ is the order of £¡(n). Then A„(z) ->■ (z - X0)N uniformly on 3D. Write

Qy(z, ri) in a Laurent expansion

(2.5) Qt(z, ri) = Fn(z)/An(z)+Ln(z)

where Pn(z) is a polynomial in z with coefficients of finite rank and Ln(z) is analytic

on D. We assert that

(2.6) lim Pn(z) = (z- Xoy - UoPoíBoPo]*

and

(2.7) limFn(z) = F0(z)

uniformly on D. For let Pn(z) = Cpnl1zp71+■ ■ -+C0(ri). Then Cp_y(ri) is the sum of

the residues of Pn(z)/An(z) and hence

c>-¿n)=^iLW)dz^iLQí(z'n)dz

since Ln(z) is analytic. But öi+(z, ri) converges to Qy(z, 0) uniformly on 3D, so that

Cp_i(n) is a convergent sequence. Again Cp^2(ri) is the sum of the residues of

((z - Un))lAn(z))(Pn(z) - Cp . y(ri)z* - *) so that

r    (*      l   f  in+(,«\   {z-iy(n))Cv_y(n)z^\
C"-2(M) - IrTi L \01 (Z' n)-ÄJz)-1 *

where the integrand again converges uniformly on 3D. Proceeding in this manner,

we find that Pn(z) is uniformly convergent on D. If Dy is a slightly larger disc,

concentric with D, then

so that Ln(z) also converges uniformly on D. (2.6) and (2.7) now follow easily from

(1.4).
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We now claim that we may assume that

(2.8) ||P„(z)|| Ú C| An(z)|(Im z)~\       Im z > 0, z e D,

where C is a constant independent ofn. For by possibly decreasing D and dropping

a finite number of terms of the sequence, we may assume that Un(z) and i/n_1(z)

differ from I in norm by less than (4a")-1 on D, where d^dim ker (I+Q + (X0, 0)).

Let II be the projection on ker (I+Q+(X0, 0)), and choose xu ..., xd e 2 such that

II*!,..., WxA is an orthonormal basis of IIJf". Now it is easily seen that

En(z) = Un(z)Pn(z)U~\z)

is an operator on lUt"". The sets

{Ü U- \z)Xl, ...,WU- \z)xa}   and   {II U*(z)xu ...,Tl U*(z)xd}

are still bases of YlJiif", and the matrix of EJz) between these bases is

(En(z)\\U-\z)Xi,l\U*(z)x,)

(2.9) = (Pn(z)Xi, Xj) = K(z)(Qî(z, n)xt, x,) + An(z)(Ln(z)xh x¡),

i,j = l,...,d,

since XlEn(z)f\ = En(z). The second term is uniformly bounded, while the first term

is equal to An(z)(Rn(z)B*Xi, A*x,) which does not exceed

| A„(z)| \B*xt\ \A*Xi\(lm z)-\       Im z > 0.

But B*x¡ and A*x¡ are convergent, so we may bound the matrix in (2.9) by

C!|An(z)|(Im z)-1. A little consideration of the bases used shows that this implies

that

||£n(z)| S Ca| A„(z)|(Im z)"\       Im z > 0,

and (2.8) follows easily.

We are now ready to study the partial fraction expansion ofPn(z)/An(z). Consider

the first pole cluster £i(«),..., £„(«), with center cx(n) and radius pi(«). By the

binomial series

(z-Un))-1 = [z-c.fa-dM-cM)]-1 = (z-cMr^+od)}

uniformly on |z-Ci(«)| äp^«), by (2.4). The portion of the partial fraction expan-

sion of Pn(z)/An(z) involving these poles can therefore be written as

n ,m P?\z) = P?\z){l+o(l)}
K      ; (z - ?!(«))"! • • ■ (z - íp(b))"p (z - din))'!

uniformly on |z-Ci(«)| ^pi(«), where p1 = m1 + ■ ■ ■ +mp. Expanding the right side

of (2.10) in partial fractions, we obtain

(211) r a«k«) Ann) i{1+0(1)}
V-U) l(z-Cl(«))^+       +(z-Cl(n))i{ + {n
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uniformly on \z — Cy(ri)\^py(ri). There are analogous expansions for the terms

corresponding to the other pole clusters. We wish to estimate the coefficients AfXri)

in these expansions, and the key to this is (2.8). Define

af (n) = (-iy(Pk(n)y<+1Ar(n)

for 1 fijfipk, k=\,..., N, where N is the number of pole clusters. Set z = Ci(n)

+ ipy(ri)a'1 in (2.8), where ^cr^ 1. Then the above expansions are valid, and the

term (2.11) becomes

G>i(b))-1{«?)(b>+ • • • +<)(")^}{1 +o(l)}

uniformly on ^^o-^ 1. For the same value of z, the terms of (2.8) for the other

pole clusters are of the form

AfXn)    _ (iy*?Xn) MnXfain))'-1
(z-ck(ri))j        Py(ri)       (z-ck(n))>

However, by (2.4),

(z-ck(n))'    ~ (cy(n)-ck(n)y      °^

(2.8) therefore yields the equation

(2.12) {<(«)+ • • ■ +«™(«Kr'}+ f   | {af'(«)0(l)} = 0(1)
Jc = 2  i = l

uniformly on £ ̂  a ^ 1. There is an analogous equation for each of N pole clusters.

From these equations we form a system of px + ■ ■ ■ +pN linear equations for the

Py+ ■ ■ ■ +Ps quantities af\n) in the following manner: evaluate the analogue of

(2.12) for the kth pole cluster atpk distinct points of \fiafi 1, yielding pk equations.

If this is done for each k, we obtain px + ■ • ■ +pN equations. If we let <xn be the "un-

known" vector, and ßn the inhomogeneous term, then these equations in matrix

form become

(2.13) (D + Mn)an = ßn

where Mn consists of the o(l) terms, and hence vanishes as n -> oo, and /?„ = 0(1).

D is independent of n, and consists of N blocks Dy,..., DN on the diagonal, where

Dk(a[k\ ..., <>) = (<pk(oy), ..., <pk(aPk));

<pk(a) = af>-\-ha^V*-1, and au ..., aPk are distinct points. But if a polynomial

of degree pk — 1 vanishes at pk distinct points it is zero. Therefore Dy,..., DN and

hence D are invertible. For large n we thus obtain

«n = (D + Mn)-^n = 0(1)

by the Neumann series. This means that the af '(n)'s are all bounded, and hence that

(2.14) Af\n) = 0([Pk(ri))-'+i)
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for j= 1,.. .,pk, and k=l,..., N. Moreover, since pk(ri) could be replaced by

P*(n) = o(pk(ri)), we have for j £2,

(2.15) AfXri) = 0([p*k(n)]-' + 1) = o([M")]-'+1).

Let yk(ri) be the upper half of \z — ck(ri)\ =pk(ri), yk(n) the lower half, both posi-

tively oriented, and yk(n) = yk (ri) + yk (ri). By elementary estimates, using (2.4) and

(2.15), we find that for any analytic function 4>(z) on D

(2.16) f       <D(z)(z- ck(n))-Uf >(«){1 +o(l)} dz = o(l)
Jvfm

unless k=j= 1, in which case, using (2.14),

«DízXz-Cií«))-1^1^! +o(l)} dzL
(2.17) = ^^(«»^»(«HoO)

= \ \    HzXz-cMy^m+o(i)} dz

since <5(z) —0(cí(«)) = o(1) uniformly on yí"(«).

Part II. Let us first observe that the reductions to minimal pole clusters could

have been made for the poles of Qî(z, ri) and Qï(z, ri) simultaneously. We shall

assume that this has been done. Of course, all the poles in a given cluster may or

may not lie on the same side of the axis. Thus

N

Jn= U (ck(n)-pk(n), ck(ri) + Pk(ri)).
k = l

Define

/.* = ±(yt(n)+---+YHn))

where yk (ri) is the positively oriented lower half of | z — ck(ri) | = pk(ri). Let <p, i/i e C" (R)

be functions which agree with polynomials on D n R, and let x,ye3. It is easy

to see that

(E£\Jn]<p(Hn)Btx, WMty)

(2.18) i   ç i    r
= 2^- J    <p(zW(z)(QÎ(z, n)x, y) dz-^. ^   <p(z)<A(z)(ßi (z, ri)x, y) dz

where <p(z) and <£(z) are the polynomials equal to <p(X) and $(A) for real Xe D. The

terms in (2.18) corresponding to L*(z) are o(l) since L„ (z) is uniformly bounded.

Hence, by (2.16) and (2.17) we find that the first integral of (2.18) is equal to

\ I <p(ck(ri))f(ck(n))(Ann)x,y) + o(l) = ¿ f   v(z)4.(z)(Pn+^]X'y) dz + o(l).
2 fcfi 47TI JdD A„ (z)

By (2.6), this converges to

i f v(z)¿(z) (Zofe^lz) ¿z = ?<Ä) (iWf  ^
Wl JdD Z—X0 I
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By a similar analysis, the second term of (2.18) converges to the same quantity,

so that we finally obtain

(2.19) lim (F<1'[/n]9>(77n)77*x, 9(Hn)A*y) = (Po9(H0)B*x, 9(Ho)A*0y)
n-*co

for x,ye2, and 9, >f> as described.

Let Pn = E™[Jn], xn=cp(Hn)B*x and yn = 9(H„)A*y. By Lemma 1.3 above and

Lemma 5.1 of [4], <p(77n) -> <p(H0) strongly, so that xn ~* x0 strongly, and similarly

yn -*• y o strongly. Hence,

(Pnx0, y0) - (PoXo, yo) = (-P»(*o - xn), y0) + (Pnxn, y0 - yn) + (Pnxn, yn) - (P0x0, y0)

tends to zero, by (2.19). Moreover [6, §1] elements of the form x0, and those of the

form y0 are dense in the reducing subspace Jíü, of F0 and 770 referred to in Theorem

1.2, so that

(2.20) (Pnx,y)-y(P0x,y),       x,yeJi0.

Let y e J(^. Then for every e > 0

\Pny\ 5S \E^(X0 + e)y-E^(X0-e)y\.

By [8, Theorem 1.15, p. 432]

limsuplP^I ^ \E01XX0 + e)y-E01XX0-e)y\ = \E0(X0 + e)y-E0(X0-e)y\.

But this last expression vanishes as e -> 0 +, since A0 is not an eigenvalue of F0.

Thus

(2.21) Pny->P0y

strongly, for y e J(q. Finally, let u = x+y, x e J(Q, y e JÍq, be an arbitrary element

of 34?. Then

|Pn"|2 = (Pnx, x) + (Pny, x+y) + (x, Pny).

The last two terms vanish by (2.21), so that by (2.20)

|F„m|2^|F0x|2 = |FoM|2

which implies that P„ -*■ P0.

3. Unperturbed operators of finite rank. We are now in a position to improve

the results in §5 of [5]. Let 770 be a selfadjoint operator of finite rank r, Ty a self-

adjoint operator, and define 77e=770 + eF1 for e^O. If we take Te = eTy, and make

the factorization 770 = 770F, where P is the orthogonal projection on the range of

770, then Ge(z) = e-1G1(z/e) so that Q£(z) = e-1$(z/e) where <D(z) = H0Gy(z)P is an

operator on the finite-dimensional range of 770. Thus, 7+ Qe(z) is the Weinstein-

Aronszajn matrix

W(z, e) = I+H0Ge(z)P = 7+e-1<D(z/e)
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for the perturbation of eTl by H0. We assume as usual that the smallest subspace

reducing 7\ and containing the range of H0 is the whole space #C

If 8>0 and 0<a<Tr/2, define E(a, S) to be the union of the two "sectors"

{z : |z| > S and |arg z\ < a} and {z : \z\ > 8 and |arg z — n\ < a}. Our Basic Hypothesis

[5, §1] is that 3>(z) has a continuation Q>+(z) from Im z>0 to some £(a0, 80). In

order that our theory apply, we must show that as e -> 0+,

e-^+(z/e)^-z-lH0 = H0G0(z)P

uniformly on some neighborhood Í2 of the nonzero eigenvalues cit..., c, of H0.

This is shown to hold in Theorem 2 of [5], under the additional assumption that

(3.1) <D+(z)-0_(z) = 0(z~2)

uniformly on £(<*„, 80), where 3>_(z) is the continuation of <l>(z) to S(a0, 80) from

lmz<0. £2 is taken to be E(a0, SJ where 0<81<min{|c1|,..., \cr\}. The other

conditions of Hypothesis III are easily verified. This yields

3.1. Theorem. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 of [5], there is spectral concen-

tration on the union of the intervals (Xk(e) — 8k(e), Xk(e) + 8k(e)), where zk(e) = Xk(e)

-irk(e) (k=l,..., r), Tk(e) = o(8k(e)), and 8k(e) = o(l), ase^0+.

This generalizes Theorem 5 of [5], in which we assumed that the perturbation

eTx removed the degeneracy of H0, and also that the left side of (3.1) was 0(z~3).

4. Barrier penetration problems for ordinary differential operators.   We now

wish to apply the theory to some problems of quantum mechanical "barrier pene-

tration." According to Beck and Nussenzweig, "complex eigenvalues" were first

introduced into quantum mechanics in connection with such problems, in the

famous paper [2] of Gamov on alpha-particle decay. The usual textbook approach

is via the WKB method.

As usually stated, the problem contains no natural small parameter, or un-

perturbed operator, so we will have to formulate it in a way in which concentration

becomes meaningful. We shall therefore consider an operator

H0 = -d2/dx2+q(x) + ß2

where q(x)eLx. H0 will have continuous spectrum [ß2, oo) and perhaps some

eigenvalues in ( — co, ß2). We shall assume that H0 has an eigenvalue A0, 0 < A0 <ß2.

If we now "cut off" the potential a(x)+|82 at a large distance R from the origin to

obtain the operator

HR= -d2/dx2 + [q(x) + ß2]Xl0M(x)

then we find that HR has continuous spectrum [0, oo) (xto.Bi is the characteristic

function of [0, R]). The eigenvalue A0 has disappeared. However, if the barrier

width R becomes large, we can expect concentration of the spectrum of HR at A0.

If we choose T0 and TR to be the operators obtained by setting q(x) = 0 above, then
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F0 and TR are computable and our method applies to show that there is concentra-

tion due to a virtual pole.

We shall consider both the one-dimensional Schroedinger operator on (—co, +00)

and the radial equation on (0, 00).

Example 1. The radial equation, 1=0. Let q(x) e Ly(0, 00) be real valued and not

identically zero, and ß > 0. Define

(4.1) 770 = -d2/dx2+q(x) + ß2

and

(4.2) F0 = -d2/dx2+ß2.

For 7c>0, let Xio,«](•*) denote the characteristic function of [0, R] and define

77B = -d2/dx2 + [ß2+q(x)]Xl0.m(x)

and

TR = -d2/dx2+ß2Xl0,m(x).

All of these operators are given the boundary condition u(0) = 0, and operate on

F2(0, 00). We shall choose A0, 770, AR and 77B to be multiplication operators:

(4.3) A0 - |i(*)|1/a, B0 = sënq(x)\q(x)\i'2,

(4.4) AR = \q(x)\"2XíQ,m(x),       BR = sgnq(x)\q(x)\í'2Xl0,R](x).

Note that if q(x) has compact support, then for R sufficiently large AR = A0 and

BR = 770.

4.1. Theorem. If A0 is an eigenvalue of 770, 0 < A0 < ß2, and q(x) e Ly(0, 00), then

as R -> 00, the above operators satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1.

We shall proceed to verify the conditions of Hypothesis III. First of all, 2(TR)

=2(T0) = 2(d2/dx2), since TR and F0 differ from -d2/dx2 by bounded operators.

But 2(d2/dx2) contains only bounded functions (cf. [8, p. 301]). Thus 2(AR)

= 2(BR)^2(TR) for R^O, and Hypothesis 1(a) clearly holds, since AR and 77B are

selfadjoint and commute.

Secondly, or(F0) = ij32, co), so that A0 cannot be an eigenvalue of F0. Moreover,

2(A0)^2(AR) and A¡J-* A0f strongly for fe2(A0) (Hypotheses III(c) and (e)).

Since TR-T0 is bounded and converges strongly to zero, as R ->• 00, we have for

Imz^O

||GB(z)/-G0(z)/|| = ||GB(z)(F0-FB)G0(z)/|

fi llmzl^KFo-F^Goiz)/!!

for each/e L2(0, 00). If we show that for some nonreal z0

(4.5) \\ARG0(z0)\\ fi C
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where C is independent of R, then for each/eL2(0, oo)

ARGR(z0)f- A0G0(z0)f = ARGo(z0)(TQ - TR)GR(z0)f+ (AR - A0)G0(z0)f

vanishes strongly as R -> oo, for G0(z0)fe S)(AR)S:SI(A0), and AR-A0 and TR-T0

vanish strongly. Hypothesis 111(d) then follows, since BR = WAR, where W= sgn q(x)

is bounded. To prove (4.5), note that [1, p. 1329] (Tq-z)'1 is an integral operator

with Green's function kernel

G0(x, y;k) = — k'1 sinh Kxe~Ky,       y > x,

= — k'1 sinh Kye~KX,       y < x.

Therefore, if k = ir¡, v>0, then K = (ß2+r,2fl2>0 and

(4.6) \G0(x,y;k)\ ï (2k)-1 exp (-K\x-y\).

It follows that the Schmidt norm of the kernel

\q(x)\ll2XioAx)G0(x,y;k)

does not exceed

(2k)-1 f P \q(x)\ exp(-K\x-y\)dxdy = k~2 P \q(x)\ dx
Jo Jo Jo

which is finite, since q e 1^(0, oo). This proves (4.5). This estimate also shows that

A0G0(—7]2) is compact, and hence by formula (1.1), that R0(z) — G0(z) is compact.

Therefore, ae(H0) = ae(T0) = [ß2, °°), where ae denotes essential spectrum, so that A0

is an isolated eigenvalue of finite (in fact, simple) multiplicity. This fact is well

known, and can be deduced in a number of ways (cf. [3, §4] and [1, pp. 1593-1604]).

In general, if Re *>0, (4.6) may be replaced by

\G0(x,y;k)\ ï (2|K|)-1exp(-Re/i|x-j|)

and it follows that A0G0(z)B0 is analytic in Schmidt norm in the z-plane, cut along

the interval [ß2, oo) = a(T0).

Let ß2 > A0 e a(T0), and let P be the projection on ker (H0 — A0). The range of P

is contained in 3(HQ) = @(T0)<^@(A0) = Si(B0), and the residue of A0R0(z)B0 is

AP[BP]* [6, Theorem 3.1]. If AP[BP]* = 0, then multiplying by sgna(x), we

obtain BP[BP]*=0, and hence BP=0. Thus if <peker(H0-X0), we have B<p=0,

or, after multiplying by |gCx)|l/2, q(x)<p(x)=0 a.e. But <p(x) is continuously differ-

entiable, so if q(x) ̂  0 on a set of positive measure, then <p(x) vanishes on a set of

positive measure. But such a set has an accumulation point x0, and hence <p(x0)

=<p'(*o)=0. It follows that <p(x) vanishes identically, since <p satisfies

-(p"(x)+q(x-yP(x) = (X0-ß2)<p(x).

Therefore, if A0 is a nontrivial eigenvalue of HQ, A0R0(z)BQ has a nontrivial pole at

A0, unless q(x) vanishes identically.
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It remains to consider QR(z)=ARGR(z)BR. For this, we shall require the Green's

function kernel for GR(z) = (TB—z)~1. This is given by [1, p. 1329].

Gr(x, y I k) = [ W(k)] -y+fakypiy.k),      y < x,

= [W(k)]-19+(y,k)<p(x,k),       y>x,

where z=k2, Im A:>0. ip+ix, k) and 9(x, k) are the solutions of

(4.8) - u"(x)+ß2X[0A*Mx) = k2u(x)

such that 9>(0, k)=0 and 9+(x, k) is square-integrable at infinity, while

W(k) =
<p(x, k)    i/>+(x, k)

<p\x,k)   </i'+(x,k)

is the Wronskian of 9+ and <p, which is independent of x. Elementary calculations

yield

i/>+(x, k) = ae~KX+beKX,       0 fi x g 7?,

= eikx, Réx,

where K2=ß2—k2, Im k>0 and

(4.9) a = (2K)-1(K-ik)eKReikB

and

(4.10) b = (2K)-1(K + ik)e-KBeikR

while

where

and

9(x, k) = sinh kx, 0 ^ x ^ R,

= ceikx + de~ikx, R ^ x,

c = (4/A:)-1e-"cB[(»c + /A:>KB-(-(/c-/Ä:)e-KB]

d = - (4ik) - VkB[(/c - ik)eKR+(k + ik)e " KB].

Computing the Wronskian for x=0, we obtain W(k)= -K(a + b).

Observe now that (4.7) and the formulas following it provide a continuation of

Gr(x, y, k) across the interval (0, j8) to the lower half of the A>plane. Let Q be a

bounded neighborhood of A0, 0<Xo<ß, which is bounded away from k=ß and

k=0. Since k is real and positive on ( —oo, ß) (and pure imaginary on 03, co)), we

may choose Í2 such that Re k is positive and bounded away from zero on O. Let

fceOand O^x^TÎ; then

[W(k)]-i9+(x,k) = 0(e-«x ).
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This may be seen by multiplying both W(k) and <p+(x, k) by e~KRe~tkR. Then

e~KRe~ikRW(k) is bounded, and bounded away from zero, and e~KRe~ikRiji+(x, k)

= 0(e'KX). Since sinh Kx=0(eKX), we have that for Ofiy<x = R and k e Q,

GR(x,y;k) = 0(e-KX e*») = 0(1),

and similarly for Ofix<yfiR. Hence

sup    \GR(x,y;k)\ fi C,       k e Ù,
0£x,y£R

where C is independent of R and k e Cl.

Now, for keü, define Q+(k2) to be the operator with kernel

XioAx)\q(x)\ll2GB(x, y; k)\q(y)\112 sgnq(y)Xl0,m(y).

This kernel is analytic in k, and we have

llô+(*2)ll! = fTlítol \GR(x,y)\2\q(y)\dxdy
Jo Jo

^ C2^ \q(x)\ dx)j2

for the Schmidt norm of Q+(k2). It follows that Q+(k2) is a compact, analytic

extension of Q(k2) to a neighborhood of A0. Thus Hypothesis II holds. Hypothesis

1(b) is verified similarly. For Hypothesis 111(a), note that Xio,b](*)Gb(;c, y; k)Xl0tR](y)

converges pointwise to GQ(x, y; k) and is uniformly bounded. By the above estimates

Ôa(£2)->- Qo(k2) in Schmidt norm. This completes the verification of the con-

ditions.

Example 2. The one-dimensional Schroedinger equation. Let q(x) e Ly(—co, +00)

be real valued and not identically zero, and ß>0. Define 770 and F„ by (4.1) and

(4.2), and let

77B= -d2/dx2+[ß2+q(x)]X[-R, + m(x)

and

FB = -d2/dx2+ß2Xl_R,+m(x)

for R>0. In this case, there are no boundary conditions. AQ, B0, AB and 77B are

given by (4.3)-(4.4).

4.2. Theorem. If A0 is an eigenvalue of H0,0<X0<ß2, andq(x)eLy(-00, +00),

then as R-> co, the above operators satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1.

The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 4.1. We shall simply note the

appropriate formulas for G0 and GB.

Let t=k2,lm k>0 and K2=ß2-k2, Re <c>0. Then

G0(x,y;k)= -k'1 exp (-x\x-y\)

while

GR(x, y; k) = [W(k)]-^+(x, k)9.(y, k),      y < x,

= [W(k)]-V+(y,k)f_(x,k),       y>x,
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where W(k) is the Wronskian of <f>+ and <fi_ and 4>±(x, k) satisfies

-fAx)+ß2X:-n,+m(x)4<±(x) = k**±(x)

and is square-integrable at ± oo. By symmetry, t/)_(x) = >/)+(—x), and ■/>+ is the same

as in the preceding example :

>/>+(x, k) = ae-KX+beKX,       -R ^ x ^ +R,

= eikx, Râx,

where a and b are given by (4.9) and (4.10). We do not need </>+(x, k) for x= —R.

We may now compute

GR(x, y;k) = [2K(b2 - a2)] ~1 [ae - Kx + be+KX] [ae+KV+be " Ky]

for — R¿y<x^R. It now follows easily that GR(x, y; k) is bounded on [-R, R]

x [ — R, R] uniformly in R, and that GR(x, y; k)~> G0(x, y; k) as R -> +oo.

Notes Added in Proof. (1) In Theorem 2.1, the poles of Qï(z, ri) are the complex

conjugates of the poles of Qt(z, ri), at least when either A or B is bounded, and

perhaps in general. Thus, in this case, Jk(ri) and Jk (ri) are the same if 8¿ (ri) = 8k(n).

(2) The obscure formula just following (2.13) signifies that the action of Dk on

the vector (af\..., a*') produces a vector whose components are the values of the

polynomial <pk at the points au..., aVk.
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